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behind, beyond, beneath, beside
collage and indian ink on newsprint paper, 2020

When Our Lips Speak Together
(When Our Skins Skin together)
lampshade structures, polyamide tights, 2019

Lampshades structures are brought together by the elasticity and superposition of different skin-shades polyamide tights. The structure as a whole is in tension as every overlap is fragile.
(Mis)-Quoting a chapter of Luce Irigaray’s “The Sex which is not one”, the work embodies a togetherness,
a collective body and being mimicking skins and organs.

When Our Skins Skin together
(When Our Lips Speak together)
collage on embossed wallpaper, 2019

Shéhérazades

Shéhérazades (Virginia), Shéhérazades (Clarice), Shéhérazades (Ursula),
Shéhérazades (Octavia), Shéhérazades (Colette)

framed inkjet print on Baryta paper. image: 16,7 x 12,5 cm —
frame: 35,5 x 49,5 cm, 2019 - ongoing

Photographs of five women writers and storytellers (Virginia Woolf, Clarice Lispector, Ursula K. Le Guin, Octavia
Butler, Colette) in their interior are selected, altered by adding a Shéhérazade pearl-mask to their faces.
This mask creates the sensation of a secret alliance.
In a series of paintings made around 1950 and titled Shéhérazade, René Magritte developed a creature-like pearl
mask, thingifying attributes of a woman face: lips wearing lipstick and outlined eyes.
Shéhérazade is a fictional character and storyteller of the Middle Eastern folk tales « One Thousand and One
Nights ». Held captive by a king, to avoid getting killed in the morning like all women before her, she tells stories for 1001 nights. Through her talent as a narrator she saves her own life and the lives of her fellows. This
makes Shéhérazade into the ultimate totem for the women storyteller.

Shéhérazades reclaims Magritte’s mask motif and Shéhérazade’s achievements.

parures (Shéhérazades)
laser cut paper masks for plants —
produced with the generous help of Komplot, 2019

Paper masks are appended to the plants in the garden.
Shéhérazades reclaims Magritte’s mask motif and Shéhérazade’s achievements.
Bringing together the masks with plants articulates multispecies entanglements, both for storytelling and
survival.

Is Love when you don’t give Things a Name?
sound sculpture, rock (alike) outdoor speakers, sound, 2018

Transcription of dialog:

voice: Eva Y. Michaelson
text sampled from: Clarice Lispector’s A Breath of Life
lines of actress Pascale Ogier in Ken McMullen’s Ghostdance

Rock A

I am your talisman.
I am a woman object and my aura is vibrant.
I am an object that sees other objects.

Rock B

(...)
A place in the world is waiting for me to inhabit it.
I was made for no one to need me.
I occupy a place and even after death
I shall continue to occupy the earth.

Rock A

There’s no ghost around here,
I know where there are anyway.

It felt like I’ve known you for years...
You’re in all places at all times.

I had always been in life, and it matters little that it
wasn’t I properly speaking, not what I’d usually call I.
I was always in life.
I go on accumulating myself,
accumulating myself,
accumulating myself.

Rock B

I don’t remember if it was me

Rock B

I am not even sure I even believe in what happened
to me.

Rock B

Maybe I’ll tell you what really happened.
If I learn to trust you.

Rock A

The world looks at itself in me.
Everything looks at everything,
everything lives the other;
in this desert things know things

Rock B

Je voudrais vous demander une chose,
est-ce que vous croyez aux fantômes ?

Two rock looking speakers broadcast a speculative dialogue between Clarice Lispector and Pascale Ogier. Personified by the voice of Eva Y. Michaelson the dialogue is built with written words from the writer and spoken words
from the actress. It adresses the entanglement of human and inhuman life, deep time and becoming-ghost.

Rock A

Rock B

It was my voice in the machine.
Didn’t you recognize it ?

Rock A

Things had gone back to what they were
Once there was a man who walked, walked and walked
and stopped and drank cold water from a spring.
Then he sat on a rock and rested his staff.
That man was I.

Rock B

I like juxtapositions

Rock A

The inhuman part is the best part of us, it’s the thing, the
thing part of us.
We shall be inhuman.
Being is being beyond human

Rock B

oui certainement,
oui absolument,
maintenant absolument,
maintenant certainement

The Benefit of the Doubts
aluminium slab, buttons, pvc plates, 40 x 66 cm, 2018

The object mimics the doorbell of a collective building. Together the dwellers form a cosmology of revenants.
The names are characters from fiction (e.g. Casper the friendly ghost, Percival Bartlebooth, Percival, Caspar
Milquetoast from the New Yorker H.T. Webster’s comic ‘The Timid Soul’) and real characters (dead: Pascale Ogier,
Clarice Lispector and alive friend and amateur actress E.Y Michaelson)..
In this piece they evoke a becoming-ghost and a becoming-multiple. The object suggests the possibility of addressing them by simply pressing on the button, without knowing when or how they will address you back.

Do you?
print on glass, wooden frame 40 x 50 cm, 2017

In a framed black print on glass appear two screenshots: one sourced from the film Ghost Dance,
in which Pascale Ogier asks Jaques Derrida whether he believes in ghosts; another drawn from the
only television appearance of writer Clarice Lispector. Put together, the piece suggests a different
trans-action.

EYM
(Enacting the actress with the interesting face)
HD film, 2 min 25 sec, 2017
acting: Eva Y. Michaelson
text sampled from: script of Ingmar Bergman’s Persona
line of actress Margaretha Krook

Monologue
I do understand you know.
The hopeless dream of being; just being, not doing.
Awake and watchful every second.
And at the same time the abyss between what you are for others and what you are for yourself.
The feeling of dizziness and the continuous burning need to be unmasked. At last to be seen through.
Reduced perhaps extuinguished.
Every tone of voice a lie, an act of treason.Every gesture false.Every smile a grimace.
The role of wife, the role of friend, the roles of mother and mistress.
Which is worst? Which has tortured you most?
Playing the actress with the interesting face?

Over the span of a year, Eva Y. Michaelson and myself repeatedly reenacted a scene from Ingmar
Bergman’s Persona, resulting in a performance-portrait which records a becoming-woman, becoming-actress, becoming-character. The discourse appears embodied, though still foreign; a foreignness accentuated by the delicate out-of-sync speech.
https://vimeo.com/231720497

Waiting for night to fall, waiting for time to pass
(night lights for adults)
modeling paste, dust, seashells, lightbulbs, 2016

A small collection of night lights made while fighting insomnia. Made out of modeling paste that
never dries, the lamps are always on the verge of breaking apart. On one of them a Bluetooth sign
is engraved as a recurring insignia.

Bluetooth Bartlebooth
curtain, 200 x 150 cm, fabric and embroidery, 2016

Made for a show taking as a departure point Georges Perec’s La vie mode d’emploi.
Playing with wording and naming, the work takes Perec’s novel main’s character name - Percival Bartlebooth and mixes it with the name of Bluetooth technology.
The curtain is embroidered with the Bluetooth technology sign (two merged letters from runic alphabet).
The piece presents a “domestic technology”, a ubiquity in need of proximity to function.

Percival
lamp, 30 x 20 cm, modeling paste, glass, dust and seashells, 2016

In Virginia Woolf’s the Waves, Percival is the defunct friend whose absence is made lively by his
mention in every character’s monologue. This lamp is a representation of Percival as a symbol for
ghostliness: the ultimate multiplicity. A Bluetooth sign is engraved in the back and two eyes have
been drawn on the glass.

(B,E,H,L,M,R) hang outs
lamps, mixed materials , 2015/16

Realized as props and companions for the presences in the
film Common Moods, these lamps now function as avatars
of the film’s characters and the functional domestic objects
that are suggested to have taken their places.

Common Moods
HD film, 18 min, 2016

In a residential neighborhood, inside an empty house, six characters are occupied with tasks they accomplish
repeatedly. They cohabit in silence although one can suppose a form of link between them.
Loosely drawn on the narrative line of Virginia Woolf’s The Waves the film shows the presence of a community
of loved ones as an attempt to freeze them in a distorted memory. The infra-speaking trait of their apparitions
tends to emphasize on a telepathic language or a body language.

“trailer”: https://vimeo.com/260802960

°°°

film: https://vimeo.com/335844702 / code: common

Common Moods
happening, Mariott hotel, Brussels, 2016
curated by Helena Kritis, Beursschouwburg
performing: Eva Y. Michaelson
prints: Billie Maya Johansen

On the night of October 6th 2016 as part of Beursschouwburg programme Come Together, the film Common Moods was shown in a room of the Mariott hotel. People would go in
group of 6 (to echo the 6 presences of the film) led enigmatically from the Beursschouwburg lobby to the hotel room.
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Grants & Residencies

2020 (upcoming) Risquons-Tout - open School, Wiels, Bruxelles, BE
2019 Bonding in Whispers, c-o-m-p-o-s-i-t-e, Bruxelles, BE
Le Songe, espace moss, Bruxelles, BE
A Summer Solstice Dream, Komplot, Bruxelles, BE
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2009 Futur, FRAC Aquitaine, Bordeaux, FR

2020 (upcoming) SoArt Residency, Millstätersee, Austria
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2020 (TEOTWAWKI), Brantfors&Keene, Phenicusa Press, Bruxelles
2017 Text for artist Amy Ball, exhibition catalogue ’Home of the Brave’, MMK, Frankfurt am Main
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